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Expression Snippets 
When creating an expression using any of the functions that use the Expression editor (i.e. 

Expressions, Advanced Filtering or Expressions for Sorts, Data Groupings etc) you are able to create 

Snippets. 

 

 Enter your expression as normal (see my blog post on How to add Expressions to Reports or 

my blog post on Report Filters). 

 

 
 

 Select Save as Snippet 

 

The Expression Snippets screen opens 

 

 
 

 Select the Group (Folder) to save your snippet into, or select Add to create a new group 
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 Enter a name for your Snippet 

 Add a description if you want to explain what the expression does. This is an optional field. 

 Author will default to the Windows user name; this can be changed and is an optional field. 

 The expression that you entered into the Expression editor will display within the Expression 

field. 

 Click Ok to Save the Snippet 

 

The next time you are using the Expression Editor, you will be able to see all of your Snippets within 

the Functions pane. 

 

 
 

Simply find the snippet you want to use and Double click or Left click and drag to add it to the 

expression editor pane. 

 

Snippets Manager 
The Sage 200 Report Designer does have a Snippets Manager option where you can manage all of 

your Snippets. 

 

 Select Tools > Expression Snippets Manager 

 

The Expression Snippets screen opens, but with some additional options to above 
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 Select Add, to manually add an expression 

 Select Build to create the expression using the Expression Editor 

 Also add a Name and Description if required 

 

 
 

 Select ‘Modify’ to edit an existing Snippet 

 

 
 

 Select ‘Add Group’ to add a grouping (folder). This helps to organise your snippets. 

 Select a Group or Snippet and then ‘Remove’, to delete. If you select to remove a Group 

containing some snippets then these will be removed as well. 

 Click Ok to save changes 

 


